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S Korea dog meat campaigners 
accused of barking up wrong tree

Sparked mixed reactions, claims of Western hypocrisy

NAMYANGJU, South Korea: Barking at their
rescuers, labradors, beagles and mongrels
desperately scrambled out of rusty cages in
South Korea: saved from the dinner plate by a
deal with dog-meat farmer Kim Young-Hwan.
In the face of falling demand, Kim agreed to
close his establishment in exchange for com-
pensation from US-based Humane Society
International (HSI). 

The dogs are bound for a new life in adop-
tive homes in the West. He is the 10th canine-
meat farmer to accept such an offer in three
years.  The exact sums are confidential, but
each deal requires hundreds of thousands of
dollars once adoption costs are included.
“This business is doomed... I wanted to quit
before it’s too late,” Kim said.

The 56-year-old had 170 dogs at his farm
in Namyangju, north of Seoul. “The price has
plummeted in recent years,” he told AFP. “I’m
barely making ends meet these days. Plus I’ve
been harassed by animal rights groups all the
time. It’s such a hassle.” The push by animal
rights activists, including many overseas
groups, to outlaw dog meat consumption in
the South has sparked mixed reactions and
accusations of Western hypocrisy.

South Koreans are believed to consume
about one million dogs a year as a summer-
time delicacy, with the greasy red meat-which
is invariably boiled for tenderness-believed to
increase energy. The tradition has declined as
the nation increasingly embraces the idea of
dogs as pets instead of livestock, with eating
them now something of a taboo among
young South Koreans.

Nevertheless, activists have stepped
up campaigns to ban dog consumption,
with online petitions urging boycotts of
the 2018 Pyeongchang Winter Olympics
over the issue and protests in Seoul.
Such lobbying has provoked angry
debates over what many describe as
cultural double standards.  “I don’t eat
dogs, but I am disgusted by those who
preach that only animals deemed cuddly
enough or friendly enough by
Westerners deserve to live,” read one
online comment.  One fifth of the South’s
50 million people own pets, mostly dogs and
cats, said another netizen, but for many of the
rest, dogs were “no more special than lambs or
rabbits”.  Similar debates have emerged in other
Asian nations where dogs are eaten. China’s

most notorious dog meat festival in the south-
western town of Yulin has drawn crowds
despite international outrage, with sellers saying
the criticism has actually encouraged more
people to eat canines. Taiwan banned dog meat
consumption in April to mixed reaction, with
some deeming it unfair to single out certain

species under what was mocked as the “cute
animal protection law”.  Polls show South
Korean public opinion is divided.

According to a survey this year 70 percent
of South Koreans do not eat dogs, but far

fewer-about 40 percent-believe the practice
should be banned. It also found 65 percent
support raising and slaughtering dogs in more
humane conditions. There is currently no law
on how to treat or slaughter canines in the
meat trade in South Korea. But while farmers
have urged Seoul to include dogs under live-

stock welfare regulations, animal rights
groups oppose doing so, seeking com-
plete abolition instead.

Suffer and love 
At Kim’s rundown farm, dogs sat

behind tarnished brown rusty bars,
their bowls filled with soupy scraps.
Housed in pairs, they spent up to a
year in cages about two square meters
and reeking of excrement before being
sent to slaughterhouses. Senior HSI
director Kelly O’Meara said no animals
should endure such awful conditions,
and dogs in particular had “a special

place” for people as they are often pets. “That
has certainly been the case in the West, but in
Asia we see more and more people having
dogs as companion animals too,” she told AFP.  

Each such farm closure-one of HSI’s most

expensive initiatives-is broadcast live online.
But Ahn Yong-Geun, a food and nutrition pro-
fessor at ChungCheong University in
Cheongju, questioned whether such organiza-
tions would condemn larger-scale beef or pork
industries-which have lobbying power and
broad public support — “in the same angry,
aggressive fashion”. “The activists won’t get as
much excitement from donors about a pig res-
cue project or a cow rescue project, although
these animals have just as much capacity to
suffer and love as dogs,” said Ahn, a vocal crit-
ic of the push to ban dog meat.

Wendy Higgins, director of international
media at HSI, said the group encouraged peo-
ple to “reduce and replace meat in their diet”
but admitted rescue campaigns for animals
such as cattle or pigs were not common. Even
so campaigns against cruelty in dog farming
could “make people widen their circle of com-
passion for other animals in animal agriculture
too”, she added. For his part farmer Kim will
not be raising any other animals for meat-he is
banned from doing so under the deal with HSI.
“The social atmosphere has changed,” he said,
adding: “Eating dog is seen as if it’s a crime
these days.” — AFP 

Activists stepped
up campaigns to

ban dog meat

NAMYANGJU: Dogs look out from a cage at a dog farm during a rescue event, involving the closure of the farm
organized by the Humane Society International (HSI). —  AFP photos  

NAMYANGJU: Member of the Humane Society International (HSI) interact
with the dogs at a dog farm during the rescue event.


